In this paper a numerical study of a turbulent, natural convection problem is performed with a compressible Large-Eddy simulation. In a natural convection the fluid is accelerated by local density differences and a resulting pressure gradient. Directly at the heated walls the temperature distribution is determinate by increasing temperature gradients. In the centre region convective mass exchange is dominant. Density changes due to temperature differences are considered in the numerical model by a compressible coupled model. The obtained numerical results of this study are compared to an analogue experimental setup. The fluid properties profiles, e.g. temperature and velocity, show an asymmetry which is caused by the non-Boussinesq effects of the fluid. The investigated Rayleigh number of this study lies at Ra = 1.58 × 10 9 .
Introduction
Convection flows are one of the fundamental problems in fluid dynamics. They play a decisive role in meteorology where they appear as wind caused by solar radiation in the atmosphere. Moreover, they are important in industrial applications, where they are used, to mention just one example, in cooling systems to reduce possible noise exposures and technical failures. Although many theoretical, experimental and numerical investigations have been performed in the past, these flows are not quite understood and they are still of substantial interest. The main focus of this paper lies on a Large-Eddy simulation (LES) of the effective lift due to the occurred convection and the following thermal mixing of the flow. Therefore, a rectangular air-filled container with plane walls is chosen as computational geometry. The vertical side walls of the container are heated isothermally with a constant temperature difference .
T ∆
The computational test case is chosen analogously to a comparable ex-perimental test case of Tian and Karayiannis in [1] .
Test Case Configuration
To investigate the natural convection in the simulation, the computational test case is built of a rectangular, air-filled, enclosed container, with a length (L) of 0.75 m, a height (H) of 0.75 m and a depth (D) of 1.5 m. A scheme of the computational test case is displayed in Figure 1 , left picture.
The vertical sidewalls of the setup are heated differently, but homogeneously with a constant temperature difference of hot cold 323.15 K 283.15 K 40 K. T T T ∆ = − = − = The vertical orientation of the heated walls implies a quasi-steady state flow in the setup. Due to a non-slip condition, the velocity field at all walls is zero ( )
The experimental test case consists of highly conducting sidewalls [1] . This boundary condition is modelled in the simulation by an ideal linear temperature distribution between the hot and cold wall. Also an adiabatic temperature condition is analysed. The convection cell can be described by the parameters of the Rayleigh number Ra, the Prandtl number Pr, the Nusselt number Nu and its aspect ratios , 
where g is the gravitational acceleration, T ∆ the temperature difference between the horizontal walls, β the coefficient of thermal expansion, H the height of the container, α the thermal diffusivity, υ the kinematic viscosity and T y ∂ ∂ the temperature gradient directly at the heated walls (index w). The Nusselt number characterises the heat flux in the container. All parameters in Equation (1) 
T T T = =
, analogously to the experiment in [1] . If the fluid exceeds a critical value of the Rayleigh-number, it starts moving, controlled by the temperature difference of the vertical, heated walls. The Prandtl number lies in this study at Pr = 0.71. The simulation assumes a nonBoussinesq fluid, consequently, temperature dependent fluid properties are calculated by the Sutherland model as stated in [2] . The computational geometry consists of a Cartesian block-structured mesh with 27 blocks. A scheme of the mesh can be seen in Figure 1 , right picture. This mesh partition enables an exterior zone where a finer resolution can easily be chosen independently of the other blocks. Directly at the walls the mesh is clustered and the cell ratios decrease to the walls. In this way, all relevant turbulent scales can be resolved and no wall functions have to be considered. In the middle of the geometry, large scales of the flow are dominant. Thus, the mesh can have a coarser resolution in this region than close to the walls. The final mesh consists of (180 180 270) 8, 748, 000 × × = cells in (x,y,z)-direction. The first grid point is located at 
where u τ is the wall shear rate, υ the kinematic viscosity and µ dynamic viscosity. y in the full turbulent flow for both simulation types and both temperature boundary conditions.
The different values between the simulation types are caused by different velocities close to the heated walls.
Governing Equations
Thermally driven flow in the setup is described as a turbulent compressible problem. "Compressible" referred in this case to density changes in the fluid due to temperature differences and not to a definition in terms of the Mach number. The turbulent, 3-dimensional flow field is calculated using a transient LES with the open-source . In a LES the flow is separated in large and small scales, the so-called subgrid scales (marked by index "sgs" in the following). The large scales are solved directly on the discretisation grid, while the subgrid scales are modelled with an applicable turbulence model, which is in this study the so-called model of Fureby [3] . This model is based on the compressible Smagorinsky model. It assumes a thermodynamic ideal gas
For the LES a space-time variable is separated and subsequent filtered as follows
Additionally, the dense weighted Favre-filtering of Vreman [4] is used
Hence, the governing equations are  Compressible conservation of mass
 Compressible conservation of enthalpy
Additional force terms, which model the natural convection in the turbulent flow as in [5] [6] or a Boussinesq-approximation as in [7] [8] are not included in Equation (7) 
with the deviatoric part of the strain rate tensor  * , ij S the filtered strain rate tensor
and two model coefficients, 1.046, 0.02.
The temperature-dependence of the fluid properties is described by the Sutherland model [2] . For ideal gases it gives a relation between the dynamic viscosity µ and the absolute temperature T 
Results

Temperature Profile between the Heated Walls
The flow movement of the convection is initialised by the temperature difference between the vertical walls. Thus, the temperature profile is one important aspect to understand the dynamic of the flow. Figure 2 displays the typical temperature and vertical velocity profile at the xy-midplane for a natural convection in the investigated setup. Near to the vertical walls, the temperature and vertical velocity can be described by a linear law. This region is called the inner layer of the boundary layer. In the following, the time-averaged temperature profile is estimated between the heated walls at the xy-midplane at The thermal boundary layer near the heated walls and a variation of its thickness along the heated walls can clearly be seen. Further, a dependence on the particular boundary condition is visible. The boundary layer increases in the clockwise flow direction. Steep temperature gradients appear, before they reach their minimum at ca. 0.03 m afar from the hot wall (respectively 0.73 m from the cold wall), where the bulk region begins. Here, the temperature is almost stationary and almost equal to the mean temperature mean T . The simulation profiles are not formed anti-symmetrically as in the experiment, but even asymmetrically. According to the study of Gifford in [11] , the anti-symmetrical profile vanishes for a non-Boussinesq-approximation. At midheight, all simulations approximate well the bulk temperature of the measured data. In vicinity of both horizontal walls the adiabatic results deviate significantly from the experiment, due to the adiabatic condition. Adiabatic walls entail no heat flux which implies lower temperatures. According to Tian and Karayiannis in [1] , the vertical thermal boundary layer of an experiment with an adiabatic boundary condition is thicker than the boundary layer of one with a conducting condition. This is fulfilled in the numerical results for the adiabatic case compared to the data of [1] . One exception is position 3 0.9H y = at the hot wall. This aspect could be a possible hint at shifted circulation zones compared to the experiment. The 2D plot shows only slight deviations to the 3D plot. The linear results approximate the experimental data closer than the adiabatic results, due to the similar boundary condition. The results of the 2D-simulation lie even closer to the experimental data than the results of the 3D simulation.
Nusselt Number Profile along the Heated Walls
Besides the temperature distribution, also values of the Nusselt number are evaluated along the isothermal heated walls and plotted in Figure 4 . With Equation (1) the heat flux is defined positive in direction from the hot wall into the container and in direction to the cold wall (respectively from the bottom to the top wall). The adiabatic 3D simulation matches at midheight of the hot wall exactly with the values of [1] . The cold wall value is slightly lower than in [1] . The time-averaged values at midheight deviate at most about 5% from the experiment, which can be neglected. From midheight on, the values underrun the experimental results due to lower temperature gradients as seen before in Figure 3 . The 2D results display an equal tendency as the 3D ones and show only differences in vicinity to the heated walls. The time-averaged results of both simulation types of the linear case reveal an analogue profile to [1] , as it was expected due to the similar boundary conditions. The 3D case presents higher results than the 2D case, which is founded in steeper temperature gradients. The data of the 3D case are slightly lower at the hot wall than at the cold one. But the values at midheight deviate in both simulations significantly from the data in [1] , of about at most 20%. This might possibly be caused by lower temperature gradients. The numerical data approximate well the numerical study of Mergui, Penot and Tuhault [12] . Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the instantaneous mean velocity distribution at the xy-midplane in the container for the linear boundary condition. The plot reveals an exterior circulation zone as well as an interior one. Both circulations are reversed to each other. Furthermore, smaller circulations appear additionally in the left bottom and top right corner as well as top left and bottom right corner. In this section, the time-averaged vertical velocity profile at the xy-midplane between the temperatured walls is investigated and plotted in Figure 5 . The profiles are estimated at the same positions as the temperature profiles before in Figure 3 . For a better demonstration a constant was added to the results of each height, which are: 1 2 3
Vertical Velocity Profile between the Heated Walls
: 0, : 1, : 2.
y y y + + + As in the temperature profile, a clockwise circulation direction and an increase of the boundary layer along the heated walls in flow direction are visible. The boundary layer reaches its maximum width at the hot wall at height 3 0.9H y = (respectively at the cold wall at height 1 0.1H y = ). The thermal boundary layer is smaller than the velocity boundary layer. As in [1] , negative values appear between the inner and outer layer of the profile in the simulation results which indicate possibly a reverse flow. The vertical velocity component reveals at every height high peak values close to the vertical, heated walls. Minor decreases with negative values can be noticed outside the boundary layer at the hot wall (vice versa at the cold wall). According to [1] , this decrease/ increase might indicate two further possible clockwise circulation zones. The adiabatic profile shows a slightly smaller boundary layer than in the experiment, as it was expected. The peak values are located closer to the heated walls and lie beneath the experimental ones. No significant differences arise between the 2D and 3D simulation results. The profiles of the linear boundary case approximate well the results of [1] . Due to the different temperature conditions at the horizontal walls between the simulation and experiment of [1] , the peak values of the 3D and 2D simulation are higher than in the experimental study. 
Wall Shear Stress along the Heated Walls
According to Tian and Karayiannis in [1] , a cubic law can be assumed for the velocity profile in the outer region of the inner layer. Therefore, the shear stress profile is described as 
with the gradient of the vertical velocity component directly at the heated walls (index w) and a depending dynamic viscosity µ . Besides the experimental data of [1] also another experimental study of King [13] is compared to the numerical data of this study in Figure 6 . As Figure 6 shows, the time-averaged shear stress rises, analogously to the velocity, along the vertical, heated walls to its peak value and back to zero in the corners. The results of [1] reveal an asymmetry in the corner regions. The data of King [13] reveals higher values than in the study of Tian and Karayiannis [1] , which are possibly caused by a higher investigated Rayleigh number of King [13] according to [1] . The simulation profiles show an asymmetrical form, which is founded in the asymmetrical velocity profile. All simulations reveal negative values in the top hot and bottom cold corner which indicate anti-clockwise vortex regions as mentioned in [1] . The values along the heated walls in this study are higher than the data of [1] , due to higher velocity gradients and higher dynamic viscosity values. The high values of this study approximate rather the data of King [13] than of Tian and Karayiannis [1] .
Conclusion
A non-Boussinesq, compressible LES was performed for a turbulent, natural convection in an air-filled enclosed container with vertical heated walls. The results were compared to an analogue experimental setup of Tian and Karayiannis [1] . In the experiment, the setup consisted of conducting later walls, while in the numerical simulation two different related boundary conditions were tested. Additionally to the 3-dimensional simulations, 2-dimensional simulations were executed to investigate possible grid dependencies. Taking the different boundary conditions and the non-Boussinesq fluid assumption of the computational study into consideration, the results of the investigated fluid properties in all 3-dimensional simulations approximated well the experimental results of [1] . The simulation data showed the same profile tendencies as in the experiment [1] . The results of the 2-and 3-dimensional simulations revealed in most cases similar results and only small deviations to each other which appeared mainly in vicinity to the heated walls. These deviations have to be further investigated in future studies to find an additional explanation as the one of grid dependencies. Summarising, the presented LES is very qualified to model the flow structures and fluid properties profiles of a turbulent, natural convection flow in the investigated configuration of a rectangular container where the vertical walls are heated.
